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The Missing Hammonds

No. 8, “New Manifolding” Hammond Typewriter, as shown in a company catalog of 1900, with
this description: “The No. 8 Hammond has an extremely wide carriage, intended for the largest and
most intricate tabulated work, statistical tables, etc. It writes a line thirty inches in length, of three
hundred and thirty characters, which is the longest continuous line written by any typewriter. It is
furnished with either the Ideal or Universal keyboard. All parts are highly finished, and each machine
is provided with base-baord and cover of selected antique oak.” The machine sold for $180.00, and
is one of seven little-known Hammonds newly revealed to us today. Complete story on page 4.
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EDITOR’S NOTES
The Carpinteria Valley Museum on
California’s Pacific Coast put up a display of historical typewriters this fall.
Capinteria is located near Santa Barbara.
Museum director David Griggs was
rennovating some permanent exhibits,
and wanted something easy to fill up the
empty glass cases in the interim.
As is true for many museums across
the nation, the Carpinteria museum had
a nice collection of typewriters in the
basement– the result of local donations
over the years. However, this museum
broke the pattern by actually displaying
the machines. Most of these minor museum collections, as we know, rust away
in storage.
Griggs put together a very respectable display, including graphics telling
the whole story of the typewriter.
Local interest has been high, says
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Griggs, especially after the writeup in
the local paper, which included a photo
of the director holding a nice
Blickensderfer No. 7.
Who knows? Maybe other museums will catch wind of this, and start
displaying typewriters, too!
†††
This summer, Francis Ford
Coppola’s staff was calling around to
collectors all over the country looking
for the “right” machine to be used in
Ford’s upcoming Dracula movie. The
film required an authentic machine for
a scene taking place in 1897 in England.
The machine had to be visible so that the
camera could get a clean shot of the
words being printed on the page. Plus, it
had to be a typebar machine, because
the script called for the typebars to jam,
and it had to be equipped with a case,
since the user (played by Winona Ryder)
carries it around. Finally, the production required two machines exactly alike,
so shooting wouldn’t be interrupted if
something went wrong with one of them.
I suggested that the visible typebar
machine most likely to have been used
at the time in England was the Empire.
However, Coppola liked the look of an
Oliver, and so, the production purchased
two Oliver No. 3’s from Arizona collector Dave Golden (the Oliver 3 postdates 1897, but for Coppola, it apparently was “good enough”). Richard
Dickerson, of Pasadena, was engaged
to be on duty when the typewriter scene
was filmed, which happened to be October 21, the very first day of shooting.
Richard promises to write up his experiences for a future issue of ETCetera.
†††
ERRATA: The Rarity/Desirability
survey (ETCetera #14) incorrectly
places the Blick 5 in Desirability Group
6. It should be in group 4, since the value
is 3.75 as is correctly shown in the
Alphabetical List of surveyed machines.
And it’s nice to know nobody bothered to decode the message at the end of
the Stenograph article in ETCetera #16.
There’s a typo in there, but I guess no

one will ever know…
The arrival of a rare Hammonia typewriter here in L.A. proves the value of
this lesson: Return every call… reply to
every letter.
It’s very easy to ignore phone messages which say, “Please call me. I have
an old typewriter I’d like to sell.” After
all, 99.99% of them are Underwoods,
L.C. Smiths or Royals–hardly worth the
return of a long-distance call.
BUT in October I received just such
a call, and only returned it because it
was very convenient. The caller then
described to me his Hammonia. It is an
export model, which shows the name of
its Canadian distributor. The seller was
one of the very few callers who contacted me via the Missing: Reward TV
show (Mike Brooks was featured on the
program and got the lion’s share of the
publicity, while I got a few calls based
on my loan of props for some studio
work).
The seller says his father was cleaning out his business storeroom and was
going to throw the machine away. The
son had a hunch it was worth something, though… and he was right! The
Hammonia was the first typewriter
manufactured in Germany, made around
1883.
†††
SOB STORY: A collector was contacted by a seller who had a particularly
nice Odell for sale. The collector offered $200, and the seller said he also
intended to contact others to seek better
offers. The collector went ahead to say
he’d like the opportunity to better any
other offers, and the seller promised to
call him back. Unfortunately, the collector trusted the seller. After a good
month, the collector called the seller
only to find the machine was gone, and
at only fifty dollars more. It was another
case of sellers using collectors as a way
to get free appraisals. There’s no defense for it. But the collector would
have been smarter to make that follow
up call a week later, instead of a month.

Inspiration for Sholes
We’ve often heard that C.L. Sholes, father of the typewriter,
was inspired to invent his machine after reading about the
work of John Pratt in Scientific American. For those who have
never seen it, here is what Sholes read, from Scientific American, July 6, 1867.
another key for the lateral movement of each vertical column; and thus by pressing two keys for each character,
seventeen keys will be sufficient to operate the whole font of
A machine by which it is assumed that a man may print
seventy characters above supposed. The case of the instruhis thoughts twice as fast as he can write them, and with the
ment is small and compact, the parts are mostly of wood, and
advantage of the legibility, compactness and neatness of
it could be manufactured and sold on a large scale for about
print, has lately been exhibited before the London Society of
Arts by the inventor, Mr. Pratt of
$15 with a handsome profit.
Alabama. He draws up his alphabet in
The subject of type writing is one
a solid square battalion, say seventy
of the interesting aspects of the near
characters in seven rows, the whole in
future. Its manifest feasibility and
a solid electrotype plate about fiveadvantage indicate that the laborious
eighths-inch square or more accordand unsatisfactory performance of
ing to the size of type desired. He
the pen must sooner or later become
prints a letter by the blow of a minute
obsolete for general purposes.
hammer of uniform size with all the
“Printed copy” will become the rule,
type bodies striking the face of the
not the exception, for compositors,
letter, with the paper interposed, and
even on original papers like the SCIa carbonized sheet also between that
ENTIFIC AMERICAN. Legal copying and
and the type. Each letter, as wanted, is
the writing and delivery of sermons
moved into position before the hamand lectures, not to speak of letters
mer by compound levers actuated by
and editorials, will undergo a revokeys like those of a piano. The same
lution as remarkable as that effected
touch of the key readjusts the paper to
in books by the invention of printing,
John Pratt’s Pterotype, patented in 1866,
the new impression (with or without
and the weary process of learning
and presented to the press in 1867.
a space before it, according to the
penmanship in schools will be reduced to the acquirement of the art of writing one’s own
force used), readjusts the type plate so as to present the
signature and playing on the literary piano above described,
desired type to the hammer, and gives the printing blow.
or rather on its improved successors.
Simple arrangements also retract the page at once laterally
and vertically to begin a new line. The type plate and paper
Sholes’ inspiration from Pratt was conceptual only in the
are placed vertically, the latter with its face to the operator,
broadest sense. The Sholes & Glidden Type Writer bore no
so that the work done is before his eyes as in writing. The
mechanical relation to the “Pterotype,” as Pratt called his
keys actuate two double-acting levers, one of which raises or
machine. Another typewriter man, James Hammond, found
lowers the type plate, while the other moves it laterally. Each
Pratt’s concepts more to his liking, and used them as the
key is so applied to the levers as to adjust the plate at once
basis for his wonderfully successful “Hammond” typesideways and vertically to the position for bringing a particuwriter— the design of which remained with us through the
lar character into play. Or, a better way, one key will do duty
1970’s in the modern-day “Vari-Typer.”
for the vertical movement of each entire horizontal row,

Type Writing Machine
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Hammond’s
Missing
Models
Hammond’s factory on New York’s East River in 1900.

H
ammond typewriters have always been difficult to
classify. The major models seem to break down as the No.1,
No. 2, No. 12, Multiplex and Folding Multiplex (see Back to
Basics, p. 9). However, collectors have often wondered
about the missing models, those numbers between the 2 and
12.There’s a hint about them in ETCetera #8. In the article
entitled Where’s the Serial? (reprint from the old trade
journal Typewriter Topics), the writer mentioned serial
numbers on Hammonds No. 1 through 11. Another writer,
Ernst Martin, briefly mentioned models 3 through 8 in his
famous book Die Schriebmaschine–but the reference remains hidden for those who don’t read German.

N
ow, we can finally bring you specifics on the same six
models mentioned in Martin. They are all pictured in a
Hammond catalog of 1900 provided to ETCetera by Larry
Wilhelm of Wichita Falls, TX. The catalog details the
Hammond line of that year, anchored by the No. 2 “New
Manifolding” machine. The original Hammond No. 2 came

No. 2, “New Manifolding” Hammond,
shown with Ideal keyboard.
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out 1895, and the catalog tells us this new version includes
the following improvements: “double-faced manifolding
hammer; spiral, direct-acting hammer spring; new line feed
mechanism; independent feed ratchet with instant release
for work on ruled paper.”

T
he new No. 2 was furnished with either the Universal or
Ideal keyboard, and included three type shuttles for $100.
The machine was also available in aluminum (for travellers)
in a plush-lined leather case for $135. The standard case and
base were made of “selected antique oak.” It’s also interesting to note the catalog’s description of Hammond’s standard
line length as 8-1/2" and 94 characters. That’s about 11
characters per inch, where most other typewriters used the
10 character-per-inch pica type standard.
Hammond models 3 through 8 were all based on the No.
2 design, with variations in carriage width, pitch and other
features. Details are given with each illustration.

No. 3, “New Manifolding” Hammond shown with
Ideal keyboard. Carriage is 11-1/3" wide,
writing 129 characters. Price $110.00

No. 4, “New Manifolding” Hammond, shown with
Universal keyboard. Pitch was nine characters per
inch, for clergymen and other public speakers.
Price $100.

No. 5, “New Manifolding” Hammond. Furnished with Ideal keybaord only. Standard
size, with extra shift key and special hammer
face for use of four-row Greek shuttle No. 8.
Price $110.00

No. 6, “New Manifolding” Hammond. 16-inch carriage, printing 175
characters. Targeted to bank and insurance work.
Price $120.00

No. 7, “New Manifolding” Hammond. 20-inch carriage, printing 220
characters. Designed for “banks, railroads, steamship companies,
insurance companies government departments, and other large commercial interestes, for the making of abstracts, wide tabulated matter,
financial reports, etc. Price $150.00

T
he last page of the Hammond catalogue pictures the
company’s factory, which had recently been built. It covered
an entire city block of East River frontage between 69th and
70th streets. The building was five stories high, with 50,000
square feet of operating space, and even included a roof
garden with a magnificent view. Hammond touted not only
its technological superority, but its humanity as well. In an
era of robber barons, when deplorable working conditions
were routine, Hammond declared, “More important even
than these perfected tools and modern machinery, are the
experienced men who have been in the employ of the
Company for many years and whose acquired skill and

devotion to Hammond interests are absolutely essential to
the perfection of the manufactured product. Their comfort
and well-being are provided for with the latest and most
approved system of heating, lighting, plumbing and ventilation. The morale and discipline of the force leave little to be
desired, and are an occasion for the deepest satisfaction.”
Unfortunately, the Hammond catalogue of 1900 fails to
enlighten us about models 9, 10 and 11. We can’t say for
certain whether they are futher variations of the No. 2, or
were grouped in with the new Model 12. Perhaps the next
catalog find will tell us.
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Conservation vs. Restoration
Collector’s Dilemma
by Todd Homes, Curator
National Office Equipment Historical Museum
Imagine this scenario: you go to the largest flea market
in the tri-state area, and make the deal of the summer.
Walking around the end of an aisle of booths, you see it
sitting under a table skirt and make a beeline directly to the
dealer. “Fifteen dollars...” SOLD! Trying to maintain some
decorum, you quickly hurry the typewriter to the car and
discreetly lock it up in the trunk.
When you finally stop hyperventilating and make it
home, you remove your newly acquired Odell to the workshop and begin to examine it closely. While it is not in the
greatest shape, it isn’t too bad, and most of the important
parts are intact. The finish is bubbled and green, and it
appears that a very small amount of rust invaded under the
plating. However, it does not appear to have caused any
major pitting to the base metal. The wood platen and its
rubber covering have deep surface cracks, but these have not
expanded much. The platen turns easily when rotated. It
appears to be very much like the Odell #4 junker you picked
up eight months ago for five times the price.
Now what do you do?
This is the fundamental question that poses itself to
anyone who collects things, objects, artifacts, sometimes
referred to by spouses as “that stuff” if they’re polite. It is not
quite as presentable as you might wish, so what do you do
about it? You have some knowledge about what kinds of
solvents and cleaners are good or bad for various parts and
finishes, because you read that ETC newsletter and have
talked to a variety of other collectors. If you’re not sure of
some strange chemical substance, you try it out on that
scuzzy Underwood #5 your brother-in-law gave you because you are “that crazy typewriter collector.” In fact,
you’re actually pretty good at refinishing old machines.
However, this is more than a “Can you do it?” question,
it’s also a “Should you do it?” question.
To begin understanding this collector’s dilemma, let’s
look at some definable terms. First, “conserve,” which
Webster’s defines as “to save from being damaged, lost or
wasted.” The term “restoration,” is defined as “to return to
a former or normal state, to give back something taken, lost,
etc.,“ In the case of the typewriter, this would mean returning
it to a certain state of condition.
The great difference between these two concepts is not
very apprent yet. conservation would be to save the object
from further damage and prevent any loss of material original to the piece. Restoration would be to return the object to
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a condition that would represent the object’s original appearance or condition. Herein lies the great argument which
every collector should carefully consider: just how far
should you go in preserving and making your find more
presentable?
In our current scenario, you are our hypothetical Odell
owner and you wish to make this Odell the best anyone has
ever seen. You’ve committed yourself to fully restoring the
typewriter. The finish is pretty much shot, so you decide you
will remove all of the old plating and have the necessary
parts replated. The beat up old platen comes out and you go
to great lengths to make replacement visually and functionally identical to the original. There is a minor old repair using
a ribbon to replace the the inking system, which you remove
and replace with a good ink roller that just happened to
survive on your old junker. It is much nicer and functions as
it did originally. Indeed, after a number of weeks of evenings
and weekends devoted to this machine, you have a
wonderfull Odell that is a gem.
So where’s the problem?
Well, there is none, really, unless you accept the concept
of historical integrity. Let’s break this concept down by
definition as we did earlier. “Historical: of or concerned with
history,” and “integrity: completeness;wholeness.” In short,
“historical integrity” would be concerned with the completeness or wholeness of the history of the object, as
represented by the object itself.
It is easier to illustrate historical integrity rather than
explain it. A rather famous example of good intentions gone
awry concerning historical integrity is the true story of the
famous Lincoln rocker. If you’ve not heard of this rocker, it
was the one in which Abraham Lincoln was sitting at Ford’s
Theater the night he was shot. The rocking chair eventually
was deposited in an unnamed museum. Many years later, the
practice of cleaning dirt and other contaminants became
standard in most museums, as this reduces the deterioration
process significantly. As a matter of course, the Lincoln
rocker was cleaned. Unfortunately the most particularly
abundant contaminant was the martyred president’s dried
blood, the only real reason the rocker held any significance
in American history. I am able to report with some relief that
it appears the cleaning methods used were not very efficient.
if present photographs of the chair are valid.
The Lincoln rocker was not considered in terms of
historical integrity; the wholeness and condition of the

“dirty” object held far greater significance than did a common, but well cleaned, mid-19th century rocking chair.
With the present Odell example, the question really is
this: do we destroy the historical integrity of the piece by
completely restoring the machine, using parts from another
machine, and using plating and finishing processes that are
not identical to those used in its original manufacture, etc. or
do we attempt to conserve what is left of this machine after
its trip through history by reducing or eliminating those risks
that lead to its eventual deterioration, such as corrosion?
I speak of the machine’s trip though history. This is not
a peculiar literary allusion I’ve manufactured, but a phrase
that really describes what has been happening to this machine for the last 100 years or so. It has travelled many years
through many hands. Along the way, many things have
happened to it. These things include modifications and
variations (perhaps performed in the assembly process itself) repairs and changes that have occurred due to environmental conditions over many years. Even the most pristine
machine only represents what has remained after many years
of “time travel,” and may offer inconclusive (or worse yet,
erroneous) evidence in considering its history and the history of others like it.
Amazing technological leaps are being made in investigating the history of the world. Consider the mind-boggling
process known as mass spectrophotometry. This is a process
in which tiny pieces of matter are broken down and analyzed
to determine the chemical structure of the material. In the
case of manufactured items, it can be of great use in determining the raw materials and processes used. Even more
complex and useful study and research techniques are being
developed now. Who knows, it may be possible in the near
future to use heretofore unknown sources to uncover new
evidence regarding our history.
Ponder this: a researcher wishes to compare the conditions in certain types of industrial factories, both past and
present. Perhaps with some technological innovation, the
researcher is able to extract significant data from small

atmospheric and other physical samples taken from such
items as platen wood cell structures, chemical residues in
rubber platen covers, small bubbles in a japanned finish,
perhaps even imbedded particles in a synthetic keytop.
Thus the restorers must consider that the machine is
merely in their control for a short time (relatively speaking)
and that they truly do not “own” it in any real possessive
sense. What they do to the machine now will affect how
everyone sees it in the future. Consider how someone three
hundred years from now will look at this machine. If it is well
cared for until then will these future sholars and researchers
consider it to be the best the most pristine example available
and use it as a comparison to all others? If so, they would be
making a grave mistake, and the restorer will be greatly
responsible for perpetrating an historical fraud. It is something to think about. That machine has outlasted a lot of
people and may quite easily outlast all of us.
So you say, “Oh, come on! It’s just a junky old Odell #4
no one cares about anyway, and if it means so much, I’ll
stamp “restored” and the date it was finished on it.” That
should take care of any future confusion, and apparently you
are right, it is just a junky Odell #4.
But...
You can never be completely sure if a particular mahine
is just what it seems. In many cases, the piece may be very
common; but unless one is an expert, a great rarity or item of
historical significance might be lost forever. Your politics
may be right or left, but in these historical areas, you should
maintain a policy of conservatism.
In this particular example of the imaginary Odell, a
document appears a year later in the estate of a relative of a
manager of a factory that produced Odells for a time. In it
there is a reference to, and photograph of one machine (looks
identical to this one) which was modified to use a ribbon
instead of an ink roller. Sure hope you decided to conserve
that junky old Odell...
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A New Sholes & Glidden - IV
Tom Russo, of Wilmington, Delaware sent in a photo of
the Sholes & Glidden he bought at the Gene Harris auction
in Marshalltown, Iowa last year (see ETCetera #13).
Tom tells us the machine’s serial number is 1576, which
would date it about July or August of 1875 (according to
serial number research done by Richard Dickerson).
The photo shows a machine in good condition. The only
obvious missing part is the rear feed roller set, which is
missing on most S&G’s. The only things that held this
assembly in place were the rubber bands used to provide
the friction necessary for the paper feed.
The fairly early serial makes this machine very interesting. S&G’s up to the 3500’s or so were originally made
with ornamented cases, scalloped top decks and “old”
hardware— that is a big wheel at machine right coupled to
a lever at right/bottom for the carriage return. The more
modern return lever, as on Tom’s machine, was included as
part of Remington’s program to upgrade original S&G’s to
“Perfected” status. Machines made after serial number
3500 or so came from the factory painted black, and the
new mechanical hardware in place. These machines were
given the name “Perfected Type Writer.” They had no
lever/wheel assemblies, and the top deck was straight sided
instead of scalloped. Older machines were retrofitted with
Perfected hardware, usually losing their side wheels and
levers in the process. Some were repainted black, others
have retained their ornamentation, but the scalloped top
deck usually remained in place.
Early S&G’s returned to the factory for the retrofits had
the letter “A” stamped in front of their serial numbers.
Since Tom’s machine has no “A,” it might mean that the
upgrading was done at the dealer level. However, this S&G
has the distinct appearance of being an original Perfected
machine. It has the straight-sided top deck, which retrofit
machines don’t, and it has no mount for the old side lever
(usually seen at the rear corner of the right body panel).
Then again, it does have a hole apparently left over from the
side wheel, fitting the pattern of a retrofit machine.
If this S&G is really an original Perfected, its serial
number radically breaks the pattern defined in the Dickerson
study. Why, after all, would a Perfected machine have
appeared 2000 units earlier than all others? A different
scenario, however, might explain #1576’s status. Let’s say
this was an original treadle Sholes & Glidden. This would
explain the absence of a side-lever mount with the presence
of a wheel hole. The machine, after a few years of service
in an iron-working company was waiting on the loading
dock to be picked up by the local typewriter dealer for
upgrading. As it waited, a clumsy worker dropped an anvil
on it, cracking the top deck. A colorful story? Certainly, but
it would surely explain why the dealer-installed upgrade
also included a straight-sided top deck, which ordinarily
would not have been included.
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Sholes & Glidden, ser. #1576, acquired last
year by Tom Russo of Wilmington, Delaware

Another recent Russo find: an office door window from
the “Remington Typewriter Company,” location unknown, except for the street number. Tom will mount it
in a door again, and use it for his Remington display.
Thanks to Tom for the photos, and congratulations on
his acquisitions.

BACK TO BASICS
for beginning collectors

The Beginner’s Hammond
Any beginning collector soon discovers the appeal of the Hammond Typewriter, a machine with the most-enduring design ever to appear in the typewriter industry.
Introduced in 1884, the machine was
sold under the Hammond name until
about 1927, when the name of both the
machine and company were changed to
Vari-Typer. Vari-Typers remained in
production until about 1980. Their basic design, however, was essentially the
same as the original Hammond of 1884.
The Hammond’s modus operandi
seems bass ackwards to most people.
First, the operator inserts the paper starting with the bottom edge. The paper is
fed into the machine, rolled up inside
the basket in the lower part of the carriage. Two feed rollers then unroll the
paper as it is needed.
On pressing a key, the Hammond’s
type shuttle swings into place. Then, the
hammer at the rear of the machine actually whacks the paper against the type
with the ribbon in between. The rear
hammer idea appeared on many machines (Munson, Chicago, McCool,
Commercial Visible, Keystone,
Sterling…etc.), but on the Hammond,
the hammer was spring-loaded. The
spring was rewound every time the carriage was returned. This gave the
Hammond an amazingly uniform impression, regardless of the operator’s
touch. On typebar machines, an uneven
touch produced spotty results.
The Hammond was originally introduced with a semi-circular keyboard
dubbed “Ideal” by its maker. Over the
years the word “ideal” was erroneously
used to describe other alternative keyboards as well (most notably the “Scientific” DHIATENSOR keyboard of
Blickensderfer), but it properly belongs
to Hammond alone. After nearly a decade on the market, Hammond also

TOP TO BOTTOM: Hammond #1,
Hammond #12, Hammond Multiplex
began offering a 3-row Universal keyboard. Most later Hammonds were always available with the buyer’s choice
of either Universal or Ideal.
The Hammond No. 1 (1884) was a
beautiful machine, with its works almost entirely encased in wood. The
Ideal keyboard consisted of thick piano-style keys made of ebony. The No.
1 had a type element split into two parts,
joined in the center. All later models
had single-piece elements. Shortly before being discontinued, No.1 appeared
without its nice wooden covering. Collectors generally call this machine the
1-A. The split-element No. 1 was offered with the Universal keyboard only
very late in its life. Consequently, Universal No. 1’s are very rare.

The Hammond No. 2 (1895) is characterized by a single-piece type
“shuttle,” mounted on a steel ring, called
the “anvil.” It also has a tab on the turret
allowing the shuttle assembly to be
pressed down for viewing the current
line of type. On the No. 1, the current
line was hidden. Some No. 1’s were
retrofitted with the anvil/shuttle assembly. These somtimes have “Remod”
stamped next to the serial number. Keys
on the Hammond No. 2 were thin, made
of an early plastic material (Ideal) or
standard round nickel-trimmed rings
(Universal).
The next significant update of the
Hammond was the No. 12 (1905). It
looks much like the No. 2, but includes
a true ribbon vibrator which raises the
ribbon as each character is struck. Thus,
the No. 12 is the first Hammond that
was truly visible.
The last major model of the
Hammond was the Multiplex (1913),
so-called because the anvil ring was
made to hold two type elements at all
times. The user could change typestyles
quickly by rotating the ring 180°. Early
Hammond Multiplexes had exposed
mechanisms like earlier models. Around
1916, the works were enclosed in metal
shells. In the 1920’s, a folding-keyboard Multiplex was offered to satisfy
the portable market.
About 1927, the name “Vari-Typer”
was applied to the Hammond, and soon
to the company as well, which eventually came under the ownership of Ralph
Coxhead. The Varityper Co. continued
producing the machine into the late
1970’s, electrifying it and updating it
along the way. Collectors still find many
of these latter-day models. Through all
those years, the same basic mechanism,
utilizing the type shuttle and rear-strike
hammer remained. In its later years, the
Varityper was used for “cold typesetting”–that is, composing for printing by
photo-lithography. In the 1960’s,
Varitypers were competitors to the IBM
Selectric composing machine. The
Varityper/Hammond did not pass from
the scene until all-electronic typesetting devices made it truly obsolete. The
Varityper Co. is still very much in business today.
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LETTERS
I have been enjoying ETCetera since
about the middle of 1989. The articles
are in-depth and extremely interesting.
I so enjoyed “A Chinese Typewriter”
and “The Early History of the Typewriter” published in ETCetera #12. I
am not sure how many letters you get
from members, but I just wanted you to
know that I sure appreciate all of your
efforts in the publication.
Cheryl Didrickson
Renton, WA
†††

It’s almost a pleasure to send you
money to renew my membership each
year, because of all the publications I
get, on a variety of topics, I enjoy yours
as much, if not more, than any other.
The layout is clean and crisp, the writing is well done and the topics are fascinating, especially for a collector like me
who is not very knowledgeable (and
inherently cheap).
Last weekend, on the way out of an
antique show, I came across an 1899
book, “The Enchanted Type-Writer,”
published by Harper & Brothers publishers and written by John Kendrick
Bangs. The cover even features a stylized drawing of a Caligraph.
The basic concept is that the author
digs his old type-writer out of the attic
and it begins not only to write by itself,
but also to talk to the author. It calls
itself Jim Boswell–a fairly well known
name for an author/biographer–and proceeds to write in the style of everyone
from Shakespeare to Arthur Conan
Doyle.
When the author tries to use the
type-writer, the only thing that comes
out is gobbledygook.
I’d like to know if any other collectors have seen or heard of this “wonderful” book.
Marv Gisser
South Euclid, Ohio
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Here’s a copy of a letter I got from
another collector saying it was not a
good idea to wash a machine at a car
wash:
“...most places recycle wash water to keep usage down and that
may be loaded with road salt and
petro-solvents. I am not even sure
it is good to wash your car at one
of those places!”

amateur publishing...but alas, it is no
longer possible to get good ink.
Cuyler W. Brooks, Jr.
Newport News, VA
†††

I’m going to tell him that I only wash
the very dirty ones that way and in the
Southwest they do not recycle car wash
water and do not use salt on the roads.

As a new member I am especially
pleased with my memberhship and quality of the ETCetera publication. The
issues have been both informative and
interesting, as well as well-presented.
As for the use of treasury funds I like
the idea of a donation to the historical
museum in Kansas City.

Larry Wilhelm
Wichita Falls, TX

Nancy Schmauder
Tacoma, WA

†††
[I’ve just] been able to cast a cursory
glance at your ETC Opinion Poll
[ETCetera #14]. Frankly, the combined
experience was mind-boggling. The
May, 1985 issue of Ed Peters’ Typewriter Collector [a defunct newsletter]
comes to mind. That’s the first time I
saw a rarity/desirability poll for TW
collectors.
It is interesting to compare findings.
Not much seems to have changed. No
one seems to want Monarchs or Harris
Visibles. The Blicks are still down there
on the bottom. But then the 3-bank
Naional [1889, curved keyboard] takes
a spectacular jump. And the Burnett
jumps (or rather leaps) into the picture.
But why not the Visigraph? Or the rather
interesting Stearns? Or the Blick-Bar?
Collecting. A study in human nature…
Glad I re-subscribed to ETCetera.
Keep it coming.
Siegfried Snyder
Syracuse, NY
†††
Enjoyed ETCetera #14, especially
the material on the Edison Mimeograph.
I once restored an old Edison/A.B. Dick
mimeo–mostly cleaning and a new cotton and it worked fine. I had planned to
use mimeo quite a while yet for my

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Hoboken, NJ
Editor Paul Lippman launched his new
publication “The Type Writer” in August, with issue number 1 reaching
ETCetera just after September’s issue
was put to bed.
By far the most fascinating article in
TTW is a piece based on a sheaf of
correspondence from the Hammond
Typewriter Company to Professor William Graham Sumner of Yale University. The letters chronicle Sumner’s long
use of the machine, including his numerous requests for help in adjusting
and repairing it. Sumner was an early
owner of a Hammond #1, and the letters
show that owning such a machine was a
very involving experience.
Netherlands
September’s kwbl/dutch Q is full of
interesting discoveries, including a
lengthy article on the similarities between the Sun and Odell index machines. It seems Sun was first, but Odell’s
lawyers played a better patent game,
and drove their competitors out of business. That explains why we see so many
more Odells than Suns today.
Also featured, good photos of the
Rheinmetall, a German machine with
V-shaped keyboard and thumb shifts.

ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED: Blick collector would pay
$500 plus shipping for aluminum Blick
8 or 9. Bernard Williams, 80 Manor
Rd., Burton-on-Trent, DE159SP ENGLAND. Tel. 011-44-283-65858.
WANTED: top cover (casting) for
Remingon Noiseless #6 (office machine). Cecil Grace, Box 5127,
Asheville, NC 28813.
FOR SALE: Blick 6, Remingtons: #7,
Junior; Royals: #1, Mod. X; Woodstock
Elec., American Adding Machine, Rex
Visible, Oliver 9, Victor #3, Fox No. 23,
Smith Premier Visible Mod. 4 (Mfg. by
Harry A. Smith), Smith Premier No. 2,
Marchant Calculator, Friden Calculator, Add Index Adding Mach. Mod 272,
Jewett No. 4, Monarch No. 3, Burroughs:
Fanfold Billing Machine, Elec. Typewriter, Adding Machine No. 19;
Underwood No. 15, Victor Adding
Machine. F. Wendell Birrell, 2725 No.
5 Mile Rd. #5, Boise, Idaho 83704.
Phone: 208-377-5695.
SALE/TRADE: World #1, Bennett,
Postal, MW (Gundka), Stenograph.
Darryl Rehr, 11433 Rochester Ave.
#303, L.A., CA 90025. (310)477-5229
FOR SALE: Mignon 4/case, Fox blind,
Oliver 9, Densmore 4, Underwood 5,
Williams 4, Hammond Multiplex, Blick
7, Hammond Folding, Empire, Smith
Premier 2, Remington 6. All fair cond.
Margaret Baxter, 11890 68th St. N.,
Royal Palm Beach, FL 33412
TIPS - the following from letters from
people “inquiring” about their old typewriters. Some, but not all, have been
informed their machines would be advertised. It’s up to you to make your
own deal.
OLIVER 11 - A.D. Colussy, Rt. 3, Box
263, Siler City, NC 27344
SMITH PREMIER 2 - Virginia
Walmer, 12015 Fairway, Leawood, KS
66209. (931)451-8825

OLIVER 3/cover - Evelyn
West, 3030 Pennsylvania,
Colo. Springs, CO 80907
ELECTROMATIC (preIBM) - works. Faith
Sangster, 45 Crows Nest,
Whispering Pines, NC
28327
UNDERWOOD port. Grace Robertson, 866 May
Ave., St. Louis, MO 63136
BLICK 5 - w/case, 4 type
balls, operating cond.
George J. Shean, 450 Cedar St., Morgantown, WV
26505
BLICK 7 - w/case, 6 type
balls, 2 inking tubes. Averill
Stewart, 304 Cedar Lane,
Largo, FL 34640
BLICK 5 - w/case. Jerry
Bouck, 6901 E. Indigo,
Mesa AZ 85207.
BLICK 5 - w/case. John
Powell, 6755 Castleton Dr.,
Clemmons, NC 27012
BLICK - model unknown.
Laurel Altemeier, PO Box
963, Toccoa, GA 30577
BLICK 5 - w/case. Paul
Blais, 110 Highridge Dr.,
Syracuse, NY 13215

This ad is from “Voice of the Mountains, ‘The
strength of the Hills is is in the People’” Catalog.
What a title! The ad claims this machine types at
a pace you can think. Interesting concept, no?

CONTINENTAL SILENTA - Terese
Rudolph, 364 N. Vista St., L.A., CA
90036

SMITH PREMIER - Mrs. A.J.
Osborne, 995 Emerson, Wichita, KS
67212. (316)722-1155.

SMITH PREMIER 4 - Linda Smatzny,
34 Osborne Ave., Kenner, LA 70065.

HAMMOND 12 - Edgardo Romero,
Box 600056, North Miami Beach, FL
3316.

REMINGTON 6 - Ricardo Gutierrez,
2204 N. Cumberland, Matairie, LA
70003
REMINGTON 7 - Pat Harbour, 318
Del Oro Ave, Davis, CA 95616

CORONA 3 - “beautiful” condition w/
case. Joyce Lindsay, RR 1, Box 35,
Springfield, ME 04487-9707
CORONA FOLDING XC-D - w/case.
Jack Lenertz, 6807 Sedona Dr., Riverside, CA 92509. (714)681-3666.
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This back issue of

is brought to you by

The Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association

The mission of the Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association is to support
communication and interaction within the community of typewriter lovers
and collectors, and to encourage its growth. Our magazine, ETCetera, serves
that mission by gathering and sharing knowledge about typewriter history
with the community and beyond.
Learn more at

etconline.org

